
Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy (HBOT)
Hyperbaric Chamber treatments are when the body is exposed to an atmosphere of
100% oxygen that's at least 10-15 times the normal supply. This works to safely
speed up the body's recovery time by up to 75% after surgery. This includes
decreased swelling, bruising and inflammation. It also helps reduce pain after
surgery. In Breast Implant Illness clients, it also help repair the underlying damage
from the breast implants' toxicity which was causing the BII symptoms.

Holistic Modalities

Hormone Replacement Therapy
Hormone replacement therapy is routinely used to help women with the wide
range of symptoms, including but not limited to fatigue, decreased libido,
stunted nail and hair growth, and more. Hormone replacement therapy gently
and effectively delivers a steady, low dosage, bioidentical hormone to
supplement the body’s natural decrease in hormones.

Ballancer Pro Lymphatic Massage Suit
One of the side effects of cosmetic surgery is swelling. This is a normal inflammatory
response and a part of the healing process as fluid rushes to the area to nourish it
with white blood cells. Lymphatic massage helps move built up fluid flowing back
   into the lymphatic passages where excess waste and fluid can be flushed from the
body.This helps to expedite healing and improve surgical outcomes.

Joovv Red Light Therapy
Red light therapy promotes the release of ATP from the cell’s mitochondria which
allows positive effects on the body. It also activates the lymphatic system and fuels
DNA/RNA synthesis. This is an important part of the immune system that helps
remove toxins from the body. When it increases circulation, it helps bring more
oxygen and nutrients to the cells and tissues. It is recommended as soon as 24 hours
after surgery.

For additional Information on pricing or to schedule  one
of the services below, please contact our office at

877.785.2832



IV Therapy
What is IV infusion therapy: The administration of vitamins and nutrients directly into
the bloodstream. Provides instant delivery with 100% bio-availability.   Bypasses the
digestive tract increasing absorption, especially for those with malfunctioning
digestive tracts that inhibit the absorption of certain vitamins and nutrients. 
 
Injectable Efficacy: Patients feel results within 15-90 minutes of the
infusion/injection and most people feel effects for 1-2 weeks. 
 
How does this work: Cells are the building blocks of life and require adequate
nutrition. 
  Without proper nutrients, energy production breaks down and cells become
unhealthy. 
  to preserve cellular function, adequate nutrition is necessary for optimal health.
Injectable therapies increase blood concentration of vital nutrients, vitamins, and
antioxidants. 
 
Frequency: Treatment frequency varies based on metabolism and activity level.
Those with metabolism and activity level will utilize the vitamins faster. Generally
recommended every 1-2 weeks. 

Adipose Cell
Utilizing your very own harvested, adipose derived cells, Dr. Whitfield is able to
enhance your procedure, which promotes tissue regeneration, collagen and elastin
production and transforms skin into a truly youthful state. 


